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British pop star Kate Bush enjoys a devoted following that few can rival. This film retraces four 
musical decades to look back on the unique career of an icon who has transcended generations and 
left her stamp on the collective imagination. 
 
Her abundant oeuvre defies convention, exploring musical genres, brimming with rich narratives 
and characters. Disappearing then reappearing, she continually renews herself, surprising her fans 
and the many artists she inspires. How was the Kate Bush myth built? 
 
 

 

PROVISIONAL DELIVERY: FEBRUARY 2019



 

The film will take a chronological approach covering four phases, while also employing several flashbacks.  

It will intertwine three voices, which will echo one another: 

 

- Kate herself, in her spectacular shows, where she created a character as a flamboyant and unexpected 

artist. But we will also see the intimate side of Kate, through extracts from radio and TV interviews. 

There are also unpublished photographic archives, especially photos of her childhood taken by Kate’s 

brother. And those of Guido Harari, Bush’s photographer in the 1980s, are extraordinary, both very staged  

and yet touchingly personal. 

 

 
- Her creative partners: Her musicians, her brothers, her dance teacher, and her regular photographer – all 

of whom were very close to the artistic creative process. 

- Her obsessive fans and collectors, those whose devotion knowns no limits, will regularly pop up in the 

film.  

 

1) A DAZZLING DEBUT 

The young Kate Bush burst out of nowhere aged 19 in 1978 with the music video for Wuthering Heights. 

This outlandish hit immediately made her a leading female pop star alongside artistes such as Patti Smith, 

Debbie Harry and Siouxsie Sioux, in a Britain dominated by punk influence. She became the first woman 

singer-songwriter to top the European charts.  



 
As a teenager, she trained in dance and classical piano, and quit high school to concentrate on her music 

career. She had wide-ranging influences: Literature with Emily Brontë, James Joyce, Henry James, and 

William Blake; cinema through Truffaut, Jacques Tourneur, Michael Powell; and painting, notably the Pre-

Raphealites, who had a strong influence on her work.  

During her first studio session in June 1975, she still called herself Catherine, and was not yet 17. Her 

mentor at the time was David Gilmour, guitarist in Pink Floyd, who got her a contract with his band’s label, 

EMI.  

 

2) CHOREOGRAPHY AND STAGING  

The young Kate Bush, with her timid look and stiff, static body, took classes in choreography with the 

British mime artist Lindsay Kemp, who had also worked with David Bowie a few years earlier.  

 

She used this training to choreograph all her own music videos, and what remains the one tour of her career, 

the Tour of Life. She made some major technical innovations, employing the first wireless headset 

microphone, specially made by her sound engineers so she could sing and carry out complex choreography. 

But the extensive and extenuating tour would be her last, and she subsequently concentrated on making 

videos with more intimate staging. 

 

3) THE SORCERESS OF SOUND  

From 1982, Kate Bush had full control over the creative process. The singer was on the lookout for any new 

technologies that could feed her music. She released the album Dreaming that included songs using the 

Fairlight synthetizer, a revolutionary instrument for the time, which allowed her to widen her 

soundscape. She also employed some everyday sounds, like the breaking glass in Babooshka (half the 



crockery from Abbey Road’s canteen was smashed) and the hammering of high heels in All We Ever Look 

For, earning her a reputation as the “sorceress of sound.”  

Each song is broken down, diffracted, crushed to the limit. This became her trademark, a decidedly anti-

commercial approach. 

Then she disappeared, and her image took on a mysterious side.  

 
 

 

4) INTIMACY 

After more than 10 years of withdrawal, Aerial was released in 2005. Bush was back with an intimate album, 

the songs more directly autobiographical, dealing with her son and her discovery of motherhood later in life. 

It sold a million copies, before she vanished again for four years, during which she delved into her musical 

memory. With Director’s Cut, she revisited, reinterpreted and rearranged around 20 songs from her 

repertoire.   

 

The ellipsis which followed was not as long: She resurfaced with an even more personal collection in 2011, 

50 Words for Snow, a tribute to winter in which she eschewed any pop sensibilities. 

 

More than three decades after her only ever tour, she embarked on a series of 24 concerts at the iconic 

Hammersmith Apollo in London. The 80,000 tickets sold out in 15 minutes and the concerts attracted artists 

of all generations who shared an admiration for Bush, including Björk, PJ Harvey, Adele, Placebo, the 



Futureheads, and the mezzo-soprano Anne Sofie von Otter.  

 

They all witnessed an incredibly free performance by Kate. 

 

As Kate said herself: 

“I’ve never been interested in fame. What’s important is the pleasure of creativity, the freedom to work the 
way I want. So many successful artists end up being prisoner of the public persona they create for 
themselves. I never knew who I could be apart from myself.” 
 

 

 



Expected contributors:  
 

David Gilmour, guitarist and singer in Pink Floyd, friend of Kate’s brother. He discovered the 

singer when she was just 15. He played with her on a live version of Running Up That Hill. 

Paddy Bush, her brother and musician who played on all her albums up to The Red Shoes 

Del Palmer, bassist and sound engineer, her companion for 20 years  

Preston Heyman, producer and percussionist 

Ben Barson, keyboard player 

Dan McIntosh, her guitarist and husband 

Lindsay Kemp, her choreography mentor, who encouraged her exploration of the body. He was 

also David Bowie’s choreographer and dance teacher. 

Guido Harari, photographer, who published the limited edition photo album The Kate Inside, and 

director of the Wall of Sound gallery  

Peter Gabriel, a long-standing collaborator with Kate Bush  

Stephen Fry, actor and comic, a big fan who contributed to the album 50 Words for Snow 

Elizabeth Wollman, ethno-musicologist, specialist in women’s folk music 

Ludovic Hunter-Tilney, music critic 

Simon Reynolds, music journalist at the Guardian and author  

Fred Vermorel, Bush’s biographer  

 

Plus artists who acknowledge her influence on their work: 

Enya 

Florence Welsh (Florence + the Machine) 

Camille 

Tricky 

Brett Anderson (Suede) 
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